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New & New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

ABYEING ABEGINY ABYE, to aby (to pay the penalty for) [v] 

ACRATIC AACCIRT ACRASIA, lack of self-control [adj] 

ADELGID ADDEGIL ADELGID -S, small insect [n -S] 

ADLANDS AADDLNS B-ADLANDS, ADLAND, world of advertising [n] 

ADSUKIS ADIKSSU ADSUKI, adzuki (edible seed of Asian plant) [n] 

ADULTED ADDELTU ADULT, to do things characteristic of mature individual [v] 

ADWARES AADERSW ADWARES, SEAWARD, ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

AEDESES ADEEESS AEDES, any of genus of mosquitoes [n] 

AERADIO AADEIOR AERADIO -S, Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

AETATIS AAEISTT AETATIS, SATIATE, of age of [adj] 

AGENDER ADEEGNR AGENDER, ANGERED, DERANGE, ENRAGED, GRANDEE, GRENADE, not having gender [adj] 

AGONISM AGIMNOS AGONISM -S, contest or struggle [n -S] 

AGYRIAS AAGIRSY AGYRIA, brain disease [n]  

AHADITH AADHHIT HADITH, record of sayings of Muhammed [n] 

AIRBALL AABILLR H- AIRBALL -S, AIRBALL, BARILLA, to miss basket in basketball [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRBASE AABEIRS AIRBASE -S, military base for aircraft [n -S] 

AIRLOCK ACIKLOR H- AIRLOCK -S, blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n -S] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS AIRSIDE -S, AIRSIDE, DAIRIES, DIARIES, side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

AIRSOME AEIMORS AIRSOME -S, cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT AIRTRAM -S, aerial cable car [n -S] 

AIRVACS AACIRSV AIRVACS, CAVIARS, AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 

AKEBIAS AABEIKS AKEBIA, climbing shrub [n] 

AKRASIA AAAIKRS AKRASIA -S, acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S] 

AKRATIC AACIKRT AKRASIA, acrasia (lack of self-control) [adj] 

ALCOOLS ACLLOOS ALCOOL, alcoholic liquor [n] 

ALCOPOP ACLOOPP ALCOPOP -S, flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n -S] 

ALIASED AADEILS ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIASES AAEILSS ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIYOTH AHILOTY ALIYAH, immigration of Jews to Israel [n] 

ALLIAKS AAIKLLS ALLIAK, Inuit sledge [n] 

ALTCOIN ACILNOT ALTCOIN -S, alternative cryptocurrency [n -S] 

AMAUTIK AAIKMTU AMAUTIK -S, Inuit woman's parka [n -S] 

AMAUTIS AAIMSTU AMAUTI, amautik (Inuit woman's parka) [n] 

AMENTUM AEMMNTU ament (mentally deficient person) [n -TA] 

AMIRITE AEIIMRT AIRTIME, AMIRITE, amiright (am I right) [interj] 

AMTRAKS AAKMRST AMTRAK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

ANAGENS AAEGNNS ANAGEN, hair growth period [n]  

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANGSTED ADEGNST ANGSTED, DANGEST, STANGED, ANGST, to experience anxiety [v] 

ANIMATI AAIIMNT ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANODISE ADEINOS ANODISE -DRS, to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANTHROS AHNORST ANTHRO, anthropology [n] 

ANTIFAS AAFINST ANTIFA, opposer of fascism [n]  

APLANAT AAALNPT APLANAT -S, type of reflecting or refracting surface [n -S] 

APPRESS AEPPRSS APPRESS, SAPPERS, to press close to something else [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

AQUAFIT AAFIQTU AQUAFIT -S, exercise class in water [n -S] 
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ARAWANA AAAANRW ARAWANA -S, arowana (tropical fish) [n -S]  

ARCINGS ACGINRS ARCINGS, CARINGS, RACINGS, SACRING, SCARING, ARCING, curved form of arc [n] 

AROWANA AAANORW AROWANA -S, tropical fish [n -S]  

ARROCES ACEORRS ARROCES, COARSER, ARROZ, rice [n] 

ARROZES AEORRSZ ARROZ, rice [n] 

ARTSIES AEIRSST ARTSIES -T, ARTSIES, SATIRES, ARTSIE, student in arts program [n] 

ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n]  

ASHPANS AAHNPSS ASHPAN, tray under grate to catch ashes [n] 

ASHRAMA AAAHMRS ASHRAMA -S, stage of life in Hinduism [n -S] 

ASIAGOS AAGIOSS ASIAGO, Italian cheese [n]  

ASKARIS AAIKRSS ASKARI, soldier or police officer of eastern Africa [n] 

ASPRAWL AALPRSW sprawling [adj] 

ASSHATS AAHSSST ASSHATS, SHASTAS, ASSHAT, detestable person [n] 

ASSLESS AELSSSS MP- ASSLESS, not covering buttocks [adj] 

ASSWIPE AEIPSSW ASSWIPE -S, detestable person [n -S]  

ASTANGA AAAGNST ASTANGA -S, ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ATISHOO AHIOOST ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

AUDISMS ADIMSSU AUDISM, anti-deaf discrimination [n]  

AUDISTS ADISSTU AUDIST, one that engages in audism [n] 

 

New & New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

ABSEILER ABEEILRS ABSEILER -S, one that abseils (to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope)) [n -S] 

ACTIONED ACDEINOT ACTIONED, CATENOID, ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ADELGIDS ADDEGILS ADELGID, small insect [n] 

ADULTING ADGILNTU ADULTING -S, act of adulting [n -S] / ADULT, to do things characteristic of mature individual [v] 

ADVOCAAT AAACDOTV ADVOCAAT -S, liqueur consisting of brandy, sugar, and eggs [n -S] 

AEGROTAT AAEGORTT AEGROTAT -S, certificate excusing ill student from examination [n -S] 

AERADIOS AADEIORS AERADIO, Canadian radio service for pilots [n] 

AGARWOOD AADGOORW AGARWOOD -S aloeswood (heartwood of Aquilaria malaccensis* when infected by Phialophora parasitica*) [n -S] 

AGNATHAN AAAGHNNT AGNATHAN -S, one of group of jawless vertebrates [n -S] 

AGONISMS AGIMNOSS AGONISM, contest or struggle [n] 

AIRBALLS AABILLRS H- AIRBALLS, AIRBALLS, BARILLAS, AIRBALL, to miss basket in basketball [v] 

AIRBASES AABEIRSS AIRBASES, ARABISES, AIRBASE, military base for aircraft [n] 

AIRLOCKS ACIKLOR AIRLOCK, blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n] 

AIRSIDES ADEIIRSS AIRSIDE, side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n] 

AIRTRAMS AAIMRRST AIRTRAM, aerial cable car [n] 

AKRASIAS AAAIKRSS AKRASIA, acrasia (lack of self-control) [n] 

ALCOPOPS ACLOOPPS ALCOPOP, flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n] 

ALGUACIL AACGILLU ALGUACIL -S, constable in Spanish-speaking country [n -S] 

ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ ALGUAZIL -S, alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S] 

ALLYSHIP AHILLPSY ALLYSHIP -S state of being ally [n -S] 

ALNICOES ACEILNOS ALNICO, alloy containing aluminum, nickel, and cobalt [n] 

ALTCOINS ACILNOST ALTCOIN, alternative cryptocurrency [n] 

AMAUTIKS AAIKMSTU AMAUTIK, Inuit woman's parka [n] 

AMBIGRAM AABGIMMR AMBIGRAM -S, image that spells different words in different views [n -S] 

AMIRIGHT AGHIIMRT am I right [interj] 

AMMOLITE AEILMMOT AMMOLITE -S, AMMOLITE, IMMOLATE, fossilized shell of ammonite [n -S] 
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AMOROSOS AMOOORSS AMOROSO, type of wine [n] 

AMPACITY AACIMPTY current that wire can transmit [n -TIES] 

ANGSTIER AEGINRST ANGRIEST, ANGSTIER, ASTRINGE, GANISTER, GANTRIES, GRANITES, INGRATES, RANGIEST, ANGSTY, feeling anxiety or dread [adj] 

ANGSTING AGGINNST ANGSTING, STANGING, ANGST, to experience anxiety [v] 

ANHEDRAL AADEHLNR  ANHEDRAL -S, downward inclination of aircraft's wing [n -S] 

ANIMATOS AAIMNOST ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANODISED ADDEINOS ADENOIDS, ANODISED, ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v] 

ANODISER ADEINORS ANODISER -S, ANEROIDS, ANODISER, anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n -S] 

ANODISES ADEINOSS ADENOSIS, ADONISES, ANODISES, ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v] 

ANODIZER ADEINORZ ANODIZER -S, one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [n -S] 

ANSATZES AAENSSTZ ANSATZ, possible solution [n -ES] 

APHONIES AEHINOPS APHONY, aphonia (loss of voice) [n] 

APIPHOBE ABEHIOPP APIPHOBE -S, one who is afraid of bees [n -S] 

APLANATS AAALNPST APLANAT, type of reflecting or refracting surface [n] 

APPLIEST AEILPPST APPLEY, resembling or suggestive of apple [adj] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]  

AQUAFITS AAFIQSTU AQUAFIT, exercise class in water [n] 

ARABISES AABEIRSS AIRBASES, ARABISES, ARABIS, mat-forming plant [n] 

ARAHUANA AAAAHNRU ARAHUANA -S, arowana (tropical fish) [n -S]  

ARAWANAS AAAANRSW ARAWANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n]  

ARCANELY AACELNRY ARCANE, mysterious [adv] 

ARGENTUM AEGMNRTU ARGENTUM -S, ARGENTUM, ARGUMENT, silver [n -S] 

ARIARIES AAEIIRRS ARIARY, monetary unit of Madagascar [n] 

ARMGUARD AADGMRRU ARMGUARD -S, covering to protect arm [n -S] 

AROWANAS AAANORSW AROWANA, tropical fish [n] 

ARSEHOLE AEEHLORS ARSEHOLE -S, ARSEHOLE, EARHOLES, offensive word [n -S] 

ARTESIAN AAEINRST ANTISERA, ARTESIAN, RATANIES, SANTERIA, SEATRAIN, pertaining to type of well [adj] 

ARTMAKER AAEKMRRT ARTMAKER -S, one that produces art [n -S] 

ASCONOID ACDINOOS ASCON, type of sponge [adj] 

ASEXUALS AAELSSUX ASEXUAL, one who has no sexual feelings [n] 

ASHRAMAS AAAHMRSS ASHRAMA, stage of life in Hinduism [n] 

ASHTANGA AAAGHNST ASHTANGA -S, ASHTANGA, ASTHANGA, ATAGHANS, type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines) [n -S] 

ASSWIPES AEIPSSSW ASSWIPE, detestable person [n] 

ASTANGAS AAAGNSST ASTANGA, ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n] 

ASTHANGA AAAGHNST ASTHANGA -S, ASHTANGA, ASTHANGA, ATAGHANS, ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ATTABOYS AABOSTTY ATTABOY, expression of encouragement or approval to man or boy [n] 

AUMBRIES ABEIMRSU AUMBRY, ambry (recess in church wall for sacred vessels) [n] 

AUTOBODY ABDOOTUY shell of motor vehicle [n -DIES] 

AUTODIAL AADILOTU AUTODIAL -S, to dial telephone number automatically [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING -S] 

AUTOFILL AFILLOTU AUTOFILL -S, to prompt user with text that they might want to enter in form [v -ED, ING, -S] 

AUTOFOCI ACFIOOTU AUTOFOCUS, automatic focusing system [n] 

AUTOLOAD AADLOOTU self-loading [adj] 

AUTOSAVE AAEOSTUV AUTOSAVE -DS, to save periodically and automatically [v -D, -VING, -S] 
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